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"A highly accessible work on all facets of informal learning opportunities that will be of immense
value to teachers. The focus on specific content areas is an excellent tool for teachers, and the
inclusion of a section related to English Language Learners is especially welcome and unique."
(Robert Rueda, Professor of Education 2007-06-04)

"This great resource for both teachers and administrators demonstrates how to gain more meaning
from field trips and includes rubrics that make it easy to assess student learning. This book proves
that just as much, or more, learning can be achieved when not in a classroom setting." (Mark
Johnson, Principal and Curriculum and Assessment Facilitator 2007-06-04)

"A solid resource for educators and professionals to helping K-5 students get the most out of a field
trip. Step-by-step procedures, a wealth of resources, and wisdom garnered from hands-on, practical
experience make for an invaluable supplement to any K-5 teacher's reference collection." (Library
Bookwatch, March 2008 2008-04-24)

Leah M. Melber, Ph.D. has nearly 20 years experience within informal and formal science education.
She holds a BA in Zoology, an MA in education together with a multiple subject teaching credential
for the state of California, and a Ph.D. in educational psychology from the University of Southern
California. She has presented widely on inquiry-based instruction and effective methods of
connecting with cultural institutions such as museums. In addition to numerous journal articles she
has written on this topic, she has recently published a book titled Informal Learning and Field Trips.
She was awarded the 2001 Informal Educator Award through the California Science Teachers
Association. She joined the staff of Lincoln Park Zoo in December of 2008.

Also, I'd like to emphasize what a good fit the book is for the homeschool community. While working
in museums, I was always thrilled to see the frequency with which homeschool families made
museums and other community sites a key part of the curriculum. If you are currently
homeschooling, I think you'll find the projects within this work will be a good fit to your home
curriculum and of course national standards!

Written by veteran educator and current assistant professor Leah M. Melber, Ph.D., Informal
Learning and Field Trips: Engaging Students in Standards-Based Experiences Across the K-5
Curriculum is a solid resource for educators and professionals to helping their helping K-5 students
get the most out of a field trap. Chapters cover learning-centered activities for subjects ranging from
language arts to math, science, social studies and fine art; guidelines for developing classroom
activities that correspond with the field trip; ways to support English Language Learners and special
education students; tips for bringing museum-type activities to the classroom when a trip is not
possible; and much more. Step-by-step procedures, a wealth of resources, and solid wisdom
garnered from hands-on practical experience make for an invaluable supplement to any K-5
teacher's reference collection.

What youngster isn't excited at the prospect of taking a field trip? Enthusiastic students present
teachers with the ideal scenario for creating meaningful out-of-the-classroom encounters and giving
students the building blocks to help them become active participants in their own educational
process.

This resource helps educators take full advantage of off-site educational opportunities by developing
lessons that connect informal learning with content standards. Based on constructivist philosophy
and inquiry-based learning, the book provides numerous sample lesson plans and technology tips,



and includes:
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Contents: Where to begin? planning for field trips -- Active investigators : science explorations --
Language alive : language arts explorations -- More than names and dates : social science
explorations -- One, two, three, go! math explorations -- An artistic eye : fine art explorations --
Access for all : successful field trip experiences for everyone -- Technically speaking : using
technology to enhance field trips -- Making your case : information to share with administrators --
When you have to stay on campus : alternatives to off-site field trips -- Learning for you : teacher
resources at informal learning sites

"A highly accessible work of immense value on all facets of informal learning opportunities. The
focus on specific content areas is an excellent tool for teachers, and the inclusion of a section
related to English Language Learners is especially welcome and unique." a?Robert Rueda,
Professor of Education University of Southern California "This great resource demonstrates how to
gain more meaning from field trips and includes a wealth of tips, suggestions, and rubrics to make it
easy to assess student learning. This book shows that just as mucha'or morea'learning can be
achieved when not in a classroom setting." a?Mark Johnson, Principal and Curriculum and
Assessment Facilitator Glenwood Elementary School, Kearney, NE Turn every field trip into a
high-quality learning experience! What youngster isn't excited at the prospect of taking a field trip?
Enthusiastic students present teachers with the ideal scenario for creating meaningful
out-of-the-classroom encounters and giving students the building blocks to help them become active
participants in their own educational process. This resource helps educators take full advantage of
off-site educational opportunities by developing lessons that connect informal learning with content
standards. Based on constructivist philosophy and inquiry-based learning, the book provides
numerous sample lesson plans and technology tips, and includes: Learner-centered activities for
language arts, math, science, social studies, and fine art Ways to support English Language
Learners and special education students Guidelines for developing corresponding classroom
activities Strategies for building partnerships with informal learning sites Methods for bringing
museum-type activities into the classroom when a trip is not possible Informal Learning and Field
Trips helps enrich students' lives as they explore the world outside the school grounds and gives
teachers a prime opportunity to revitalize the learning experience.

Informal Learning and Field Trips provides teachers with concrete guidance for creating high-quality
learning experiences that take advantage of informal educational environments. Based on
constructivist philosophy and inquiry learning, the author shows teachers how to develop lessons
that align with content standards while focusing on the treasures housed at informal learning sites.
The book provides numerous sample lesson plans and activity suggestions and includes information
for: o Structuring field trips o Developing corresponding classroom activities o Building partnerships
with informal learning sites Incorporating museum-type activities into the classroom when a trip is
not possible.
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binding. 143 p. Contains: Illustrations.
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